We give a classification of all principally polarized abelian surfaces that admit an (l, l)-isogeny to themselves, and show how to compute all the abelian surfaces that occur. We make the classification explicit in the simplest case l = 2. As part of our classification, we also show how to find all principally polarized abelian surfaces with multiplication by a given imaginary quadratic order.
Introduction
For a prime l, the l-th modular polynomial Φ l ∈ Z[X, Y ] is a singular model for the modular curve Y 0 (l) parametrizing elliptic curves together with an isogeny of degree l. This polynomial is used in various algorithms, including the 'Schoof-Atkin-Elkies' algorithm (see [18] ) to count the number of points on an elliptic curve E/F p . If we specialize Φ l in Y = X we get a univariate polynomial Φ l (X, X) ∈ Z[X] whose roots are the j-invariants of the elliptic curves E/C that admit an endomorphism of degree l. There is a close link between Φ l (X, X) and the Hilbert class polynomials H O of imaginary quadratic orders O. More precisely, we have measures how many elements of norm l there are in O. One of the applications of (1.1) is a proof that H O (X) has integral coefficients. In this article we investigate an analogue of equation (1.1) for abelian surfaces. The appropriate analogue of an isogeny of degree l is an (l, l)-isogeny. If A and B are abelian surfaces with principal polarizations ϕ A and ϕ B , then an (l, l)-isogeny
is an isogeny λ : A → B such that we have ϕ A • [l] = λ • ϕ B • λ, with λ the dual of λ. Let A red 2 (l, l) ⊂ A 2 be the subset of principally polarized abelian surfaces (A, ϕ A ) admitting an (l, l)-endomorphism, that is, an (l, l)-isogeny to itself. The set A red 2 (l, l) is the natural analogue of the zero set of Φ(X, X). The goal in this article is to identify the irreducible subvarieties of A red 2 (l, l), which is the natural analogue of equality (1.1).
While the moduli space of elliptic curves is 1-dimensional, the moduli space A 2 of principally polarized abelian surfaces is 3-dimensional. In Section 2.2, we will define A red 2 (l, l) as a reduced subscheme of A 2 of dimension 2. In particular, it is a union of finitely many irreducible points, curves, and surfaces. Our goal is to describe these subvarieties and their moduli interpretations, and to list them explicitly. There are various ways to describe varieties, and in this article we choose two descriptions.
Firstly, we will describe most irreducible subvarieties of A red 2 (l, l) by certain pairs
consisting of a O-submodule M and an invertible 2 × 2-matrix T with coefficients in the quotient field of O. Here, O ranges over certain orders in degree two and four number fields. This description dates back to Shimura, and we give a detailed exposition in Section 3. In particular, Theorem 3.6 gives the dimension of the modular variety associated to a pair (M, T ), as well as references to explicit constructions as complex analytic variety. In Section 4, we explain how to compute, for a given l, all pairs (M, T ). The only case where we cannot use this description is where the ring Z[x] generated by an (l, l)-endomorphism x is not a domain. We will show in Lemma 3.1 that we can describe all points in A red 2 (l, l) with this property by triples (E 1 , E 2 , Γ) consisting of elliptic curves E 1 , E 2 and a finite subgroup of E 1 × E 2 . This completely identifies the space A red 2 (l, l) we are interested in. Secondly, we can take a more explicit approach and try to describe each irreducible subvariety by defining equations or a parametrization of a subspace of an algebraic model of A 2 (Section 5). Our methods depend on whether (M, T ) corresponds to a surface, curve or point inside the moduli space. As we will explain, our approach need not work in general yet for pairs (M, T ) corresponding to points.
In Section 6, we will relate A red 2 (l, l) to a computationally convenient genustwo analogue of the modular polynomials. We will use this to make the simplest case l = 2 completely explicit. More precisely, we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. The set A red 2 (2, 2) is the union of the Humbert surface of discriminant 8, which is irreducible, and a known finite set of CM-points.
For the list of CM-points, see Theorem 6.6, of which Theorem 1.1 is a summary. We see that all the (Shimura) curves inside A red 2 (2, 2) live on the Humbert surface. We expect that this 'collapse' only occurs for small l and there are Shimura curves not on a Humbert surface inside A red 2 (l, l) for larger l.
Background
2.1. Complex abelian surfaces and isogenies. In this section we recall some background on complex abelian surfaces and (l, l)-isogenies. We state the results in terms of Riemann forms, but note that most can be generalized to fields of arbitrary characteristic. Let V be a 2-dimensional complex vector space, and let Λ ⊂ V be a full lattice. Any form E : Λ × Λ → Z can be extended to a form E : V × V → R, and we call E a Riemann form if the form H(x, y) = E(ix, y) + iE(x, y) is Hermitian and positive definite. We say that the quotient V /Λ is a (complex) abelian surface if Λ ⊂ V admits a Riemann form.
For an abelian surface A = V /Λ, we define its dual as
A Riemann form E on A determines a homomorphism
by ϕ E (x) = H(x, ·) for x ∈ V . The map ϕ E is called a polarization and the pair (E, ϕ E ) a polarized abelian variety. We say that (A, ϕ E ) is principally polarized if ϕ E is an isomorphism, or, equivalently, if det E = 1 on Λ × Λ. In this case, the form E defines a unique ring involution ′ on End(A) via E(yu, v) = E(u, y ′ v) for y ∈ End(A).
Definition 2.1. The map ′ above is called the Rosati-involution associated to the principal polarization ϕ E .
A surjective morphism f : A → B between abelian surfaces is called an isogeny if it has finite kernel. The polarization ϕ E occuring in (2.1) is an example of an isogeny. If E ′ is a Riemann form on B, then an isogeny f :
For prime n, the second item is automatic from the first, and the definition is easily seen to be equivalent to the definition given in the introduction. Lemma 2.3. Let (A, ϕ E ) be a principally polarized abelian surface that admits an (n, n)-isogeny x to itself. Then we have
Proof. This follows from the fact that the equality E(u, x ′ xv) = E(xu, xv) = nE(u, v) = E(u, nv) holds for all u, v.
The kernel of an (n, n)-isogeny x : (A, E) → (B, E ′ ) is a subgroup of the ntorsion A[n] with additional structure. To analyze it, we define the Weil pairing e n :
is isotropic (with respect to the Weil pairing) if e n restricts to the trivial form on G × G. We say that G is maximally isotropic if it is not strictly contained in another isotropic subgroup. Lemma 2.4. Let x : (A, E) → (B, E ′ ) be an (n, n)-isogeny. Then the kernel of x is maximally isotropic with respect to the Weil pairing. Furthermore, every maximally isotropic subgroup G ⊂ A[n] arises as the kernel of an (n, n)-isogeny, which is unique up to composition with an isomorphism of principally polarized abelian surfaces.
If n is prime, then there are exactly (n 4 − 1)/(n − 1) such subgroups.
Proof. The first two statements follow from [20, Prop. 16.8] . The last statement follows from the proof of [5, Lemma 6.1].
We will need a few properties of the analytic and rational representation of an (n, n)-isogeny. We recall the basic concepts in the remainder of this section. Let A 1 = C 2 /Λ 1 and A 2 = C 2 /Λ 2 be two principally polarized abelian surfaces, and let f : A 1 → A 2 be a homomorphism. We can uniquely lift f to a C-linear map F :
sending f to F is called the analytic representation of Hom(A 1 , A 2 ). By restricting F to the lattice Λ 1 , we get a Z-linear map F Λ1 that induces F . The natural map
sending f to F Λ1 is called the rational representation of Hom(A 1 , A 2 ). We use the same notation and terminology for the Q-linear extension of ρ a and ρ r .
For f ∈ End Q (A) := End(A) ⊗ Q, let P a f be the characteristic polynomial of the analytic representation ρ a (f ) of f . Likewise, we get P r f for the rational representation of f . Explicitly, we have
. The polynomial P a f is quadratic, and P r f has degree 4. The following lemma gives the relation between the analytic and the rational representation. 
Let Sp 4 (Z) ⊂ GL 4 (Z) be the symplectic group, consisting of the matrices M = (a, b; c, d) with a, b, c, d ∈ Mat 2 (Z) such that ad t −bc t = 1 holds and both ab t and cd t are symmetric. Let H 2 consist of all symmetric 2×2 complex matrices with positive definite imaginary part. Then Sp 4 (Z) acts on H 2 by M τ = (aτ + b)(cτ + d) −1 , and A 2 is the quotient ([2, Chapter 8]).
Let Γ 0 (l) ⊂ Sp 4 (Z) be the set of matrices with C ≡ 0 mod N . Then A 2 (Γ 0 (l)) = Γ 0 (l)\H 2 parametrizes the pairs ((A, E), G), i.e., the (l, l)-isogenies. It has two natural maps to A 2 , given by τ → τ (corresponding to λ → (A, E)) and τ → lτ (corresponding to λ → (B, E ′ )).
In particular, we get a natural map A 2 (Γ 0 (l)) → A 2 ×A 2 . Both A 2 and A 2 (Γ 0 (l)) are quasi-projective algebraic varieties (as in [2, Remark 8.10.4] ), so the image of A 2 (Γ 0 (l)) in A 2 × A 2 is a subvariety. The intersection with the diagonal ∆ : A 2 → A 2 × A 2 gives us a subscheme A 2 (l, l) = ∆ −1 (A 2 (Γ 0 (l))) of A 2 of which we take the reduced subscheme A red 2 (l, l). As A red 2 (l, l) A 2 is a reduced subscheme, it is a union of finitely many irreducible points, curves and surfaces.
Moduli spaces of abelian surfaces with endomorphism structure
For a principally polarized abelian surface A = (A, ϕ E ) with (n, n)-isogeny x to itself, the algebra K = Q[x] is a subalgebra of the endomorphism algebra End Q (A) = End(A) ⊗ Q. We distinguish between the case that K is / is not a field.
3.1. K is not a field. We start with the case where K is not a field, as we will see that this is the only case where Shimura's classification of the moduli spaces does not apply. The result is the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let x be an endomorphism of a principally polarized abelian surface A/C with xx ′ = l for some prime l. Let K = Q[x] ⊆ End Q (A) and assume that K is not a field. Then we have P a x = (X − β 1 )(X − β 2 ) for some pair of imaginary quadratic integers β 1 , β 2 ∈ C of absolute value √ l and non-equal trace. The map
gives an isomorphism K ∼ −→ Q(β 1 )×Q(β 2 ). Furthermore, there exist elliptic curves E 1 , E 2 , a positive integer n | (Trβ 1 − Trβ 2 ) = 0, an (n, n)-isogeny
If the ring Z[β] is contained in the endomorphism ring of E, then we automatically have E ∼ = C/a for a Z[β]-ideal a. It is well understood how to compute an algebraic model of C/a, we refer to [6] for details. Once the finitely many candidates for E 1 and E 2 are computed, there are only finitely many possibilities for n and Γ = ker(λ), hence for A. We represent A by the triple (E 1 , E 2 , Γ).
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Choose a basis of C 2 such that the analytic representation of x is upper-triangular, say
As β 1 and β 2 are roots of P r x , they are algebraic integers. We let g be the minimal polynomial of β 1 . We claim that γ 2 is not an algebraic conjugate of β 1 , i.e., that g(γ 2 ) = 0 holds. Indeed: otherwise we have Tr(g(x)g(x) ′ ) = Tr(g(x)g(x ′ )) = 0 and because ′ is positive definite by [2, Thm. 5.1.8], we find g(x) = 0, contradicting the assumption that K is not a field. By Lemma 2.5(b), we have {γ 1 , γ 2 } = {β 1 , β 2 }, so the claim above yields γ 1 = β 1 , γ 2 = β 2 , and that β 1 and β 2 are not algebraic conjugates. It follows from β i β i = β i γ i = l that β i has absolute value √ l for i = 1, 2. Now β 1 and β 2 are nonconjugate imaginary quadratic integers with the same norm, so they have distinct trace. It follows that x → (β 1 , β 2 ) gives an isomorphism
To prove the remainder of the lemma, put
let k = Tr(β 1 ) − Tr(β 2 ) = 0, and e 2 = k − e 1 . The relation e 2 i = ke i holds on both β j -eigenspaces V j ⊂ C 2 , and hence on A = C 2 /Λ. We see that
that is, f i is a symmetric idempotent in the endomorphism algebra. Let n | k be the smallest positive integer such that nf 1 (equivalently nf 2 ) is an endomorphism and let E i be the image of nf i , which is an elliptic curve. We consider the natural summation map λ : E 1 × E 2 → A, which is surjective, hence an isogeny. Moreover, as
. It now remains only to prove that λ is an (n, n)-isogeny.
Let ν = (nf 1 , nf 2 ) : A → E 1 × E 2 and note λ • ν = nf 1 + nf 2 = n, so the kernel of the isogeny λ is contained in (E 1 × E 2 )[n]. It now suffices to show that the induced polarization λ * E A is n times the standard polarization on E 1 × E 2 . This is a direct application of [2, Corollary 5.3.6 and Criterion 5.3.4]. For completeness, we give a few more details.
It follows from the easy fact that V 1 and V 2 are orthogonal for the Riemann
As every alternating form on Z 2 is a multiple of a form of determinant one, we find that the induced polarizations on E 1 and E 2 are respectively d 1 and d 2 times the unique principal polarizations for positive integers d i . We compute d i with [2, Criterion 5.3.4], which states that as E A is principal, the number d i is the minimal integer such that d i times the idempotent e i /k is an endomorphism, that is, d i = n.
3.2.
K is a field. We continue with the case that K = Q[x] is a field. The following lemma restricts the structure of K/Q. Lemma 3.2. Let A and K = Q[x] be as above. Suppose that K is a field. Then K is either a quadratic field or a degree-4 CM-field, that is, a degree-4 number field K such that complex conjugation induces the same non-trivial automorphism of K for every embedding K → C. In both cases, the Rosati-involution ′ is complex conjugation on K, and x is a Weil l-number, that is, x satisfies xx = l for every embedding into C.
Proof. See [2, Sec. 5.5], except for the fact that x is a Weil number, which is Lemma 2.3.
be a quadratic field over Q and suppose that we have xx = l. Then the trace of x is at most 2 √ l. In particular, for l = 2, we have
2} up to sign and complex conjugation.
By Lemma 3.2, the field K is quadratic or a degree-4 CM-field. In the former case, let m(K) = 2 and in the latter case let m(K) = 1. Writing A = V /Λ, there exists an isomorphism
The lattice Λ has a natural Z[x]-module structure, and, under an isomorphism as above, corresponds to a Z[x]-submodule M of K m(K) of rank 4 over Z.
Lemma 3.4. Let A, K, ′ , M be as above. Then there exists a matrix T ∈ GL m(K) (K) Example 3.5. If K is a real quadratic field, then ′ is the identity on K. The matrix T therefore equals 0 r −r 0 for some r ∈ K * .
Lemma 3.4 tells us that the abelian surface
Conversely, for a fixed algebraic integer x and for a fixed pair (M, T ), Shimura gives an explicit complex analytic description [2, Sec. 9.8] of the subspace S(M, T ) ⊂ A 2 of principally polarized abelian surfaces belonging to this pair (M, T ). The following theorem states that S(M, T ) is an irreducible variety and gives its dimension.
Theorem 3.6. Let K be either a quadratic field or a degree-4 CM-field and let
be the subspace of all principally polarized abelian surfaces that correspond to (M, T ). Then the following holds:
• if K is real quadratic, then S(M, T ) is an irreducible (Humbert) surface,
• if K is imaginary quadratic and det(T ) > 0, then S(M, T ) is an irreducible (Shimura) curve. For any abelian surface A in S(M, T ), the polynomial P a x is the minimal polynomial of x; • if K is imaginary quadratic and det(T ) < 0, then S(M, T ) consists of one abelian surface A, which is isogenous as an unpolarized abelian variety to a product E × E of an elliptic curve with itself. In this case we have End Q (E) = K and P a x = (X − β) 2 for some β ∈ C; • if K is a degree-4 CM-field, then S(M, T ) consists of one abelian surface.
Proof. All cases are special cases of the theory in [2, §9.6], except the real quadratic case, which is a special case of [2, §9.2].
Finding all irreducible subvarieties
Two pairs (M 1 , T 1 ) and (M 2 , T 2 ) as in Theorem 3.6 are called isomorphic if there exists a matrix S ∈ GL m(K) (K) with
Isomorphic pairs yield the same moduli subspace inside A 2 , and in this section we explain how to find all isomorphism classes of pairs (M i , T i ). Moreover, if σ is an automorphism of K, then (M, T ) and (σM, σT ) yield the same moduli space. Hence, given K and x ∈ K we can describe all principally polarized abelian surfaces A/C admitting an endomorphism x with Q[x] = K by listing the isomorphism classes of pairs (M i , T i ) up to this action of Aut(K).
First assume that K = Q[x] is a quadratic field. Depending on K and (M, T ) we either get a surface, a curve or a point in the moduli space. Alternatively, and to illustrate how one can use the theory of Section 3.2, we give a self-contained proof of Proposition 4.1. Note that our claimed number of irreducible Humbert surfaces equals the number of orders containing Z[ √ l]. Therefore, the proposition follows from Theorem 3.6 and the following lemma. Then, up to isomorphism, we have
Proof. Let (M, T ) be a pair consisting of an O-module of Z-rank 4 and a matrix T satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.6. As O is quadratic, every ideal is generated by 2 elements as a Z-module, hence in particular as an O-module. For
in other words, to S being Hermitian. There seems to be a lot of theory related to the classification of pairs (M, S) that one could try to apply to the problem of enumerating these pairs. For example, Hayashida-Nishi [10] computes the class number of pairs (M, S) with S positive definite, Shimura [22] computes the class number of pairs where M is a so-called "maximal lattice", and we will see below how to associate to S the structure of a quaternion algebra on M ⊗ Q, making M into an ideal for an order B in this quaternion algebra, and one might hope to use results on class numbers of B. However, such results all require O (or possibly even B) to be a maximal order. General results that do not require maximal orders seem to be lacking, hence we will give a more direct approach below.
On the other hand, as the polarization is principal, this determinant is known to be 1, which proves Lemma 4.3.
Applying complex conjugation to (M, T ) if needed, we may assume that S is not negative definite. Write Φ(u, v) = u t Sv ′ and µ(u) = Φ(u, u). We distinguish two cases: the case where µ takes the value 0 on M and the case where it does not.
If µ does not take the value 0. Take a K-basis b 1 
where for both inclusions the index is |ab|.
which proves the inclusions in (1) . The index of both inclusions is |ab| by Lemma 4.3.
It is closed, convex, and symmetric, and has volume sπ 2 B 2 |ab| −1 , where s = 1 in the indefinite case and s = 1/2 in the definite case.
Finally, let
the number |b| is below this bound, which proves part (2) .
absolute value among all b 2 linearly independent of b 1 , and such that b = µ(b 2 ) ∈ Z has minimal absolute value among all b 2 for the given value of α.
Proof. As the basis elements b 1 = (1, 0) and b 2 = (0, 1) are in M, so is O × O. By Lemma 4.3, the index is ± det S. As we have − det S = N (α) > 0, this proves (1) .
, which has volume π 2 and note that
, which gives our upper bound on N (α). By translation of b 2 via an O-multiple γb 1 of b 1 , we see |b| ≤ 1 2 |Tr K/Q (αγ)| whenever the trace of αγ is non-zero. To get (2), we apply this to γ = 1 or γ =
We summarize the results in this section with the following approach to find all isomorphism classes of pairs (M, T ). 
This gives finitely many candidate ideals ξO K . For each, we can check whether it is principal and generated by an element ξ ∈ K such that ξ 2 is totally negative. 
Finding models
In this section we explain a method to find models for the subvarieties corresponding to pairs (M, T ). First we pick coordinates for our moduli space. By Torelli's theorem [2, Theorem 11.1.7], the variety A 2 contains the moduli space of smooth curves of genus two as an open subvariety. We let I 2 , I 4 , I 6 , I 10 be the Igusa-Clebsch invariants, denoted A, B, C, D by Igusa [11] . Igusa shows that this gives an injection M 2 (C) → P (2,4,6,10) (C) into weighted projective space, and its image is the (I 10 = 0)-locus. We can describe points in M 2 ⊂ A 2 either by smooth curves of genus two, or by the values of the I k .
By Weil's theorem [2, Corollary 11.8.2], the complement A 2 \ M 2 consists only of points corresponding to products of elliptic curves with the product polarization. We will therefore describe points in A 2 \ M 2 by products of elliptic curves.
5.1.
Surfaces in the moduli space. By Proposition 4.1, the space A red 2 (l, l) contains exactly two irreducible Humbert surfaces for l ≡ 1 mod 4 and exactly one irreducible Humbert surface otherwise. Due to the size of the resulting models, Humbert surfaces can only be computed for small discriminants. As an example, the surface of discriminant 8 that occurs for l = 2 is computed in [8] .
5.2.
Curves in the moduli space. By Theorem 3.6 we obtain a Shimura curve if the field K = Q(x) is imaginary quadratic and, using the notation from the theorem, if we have det(T ) > 0. Using the method from Section 4.2 we find all isomorphism classes of pairs (M, T ). Fix such a pair.
The matrix S = δT is by assumption indefinite, and we give B = M ⊗ Q a quaternion algebra structure induced by S as defined by e.g. [22] . This quaternion algebra structure is easiest described by choosing a K-basis of B that diagonalizes If we now take a maximal real quadratic subring R 1 ⊂ R on which † is trivial, then the Shimura curve corresponding to (M, S) is contained in the Humbert surface of R 1 . If we take two such subrings R 1 and R 2 with non-isomorphic fraction fields, then the intersection of the corresponding Humbert surfaces is a finite union of irreducible curves, and one of these curves is the Shimura curve corresponding to (M, S).
5.3.
CM-points for quartic fields. Section 4.3 gives an algorithm to compute all pairs (M, T ) = (M, (ξ)) in case Q(x) is a degree four CM-field. The points corresponding to (M, (ξ)) are abelian surfaces that have complex multiplication by (M, (ξ)). Computing these abelian surfaces is a reasonably well studied problem. From a pair (M, (ξ)), one obtains a complex analytic abelian surface, whose absolute Igusa invariants I 5 2 /I 10 , I 3 2 I 4 /I 10 , I 2 2 I 6 /I 10 are algebraic numbers and can be evaluated numerically. With sufficient precision, one can make a guess for the exact algebraic value, which is completely reliable in practice. Unfortunately, the output of such algorithms is currently proven to be correct only in case Q(x) contains no imaginary quadratic subfield and Z[x] is the maximal order [7, 25] .
5.4.
Other points in the moduli space. Besides CM-points, there are two ways that we can get a point inside the moduli space. Indeed, if x denotes an (l, l)endomorphism, then we find a point inside the moduli space if either Q[x] is not a field, or if Q(x) is imaginary quadratic and, using the notation from Theorem 3.6, we have det(T ) < 0.
If Q[x]
is not a field, Lemma 3.1 gives restrictions on x. Indeed, using the notation of this lemma, we note that there are only finitely many pairs (β 1 , β 2 ) of imaginary quadratic elements of complex absolute value √ l. For each pair, there are finitely many isomorphism classes of complex elliptic curves E i with End(E i ) ⊇ Z[β i ]. Finally, for each pair of curves (E 1 , E 2 ) there are finitely many possibilities for the maximal isotropic kernel Γ of λ. We can list all triples (E 1 , E 2 , Γ) to describe the points in the moduli space.
Remark 5.1. Not all Γ are allowed. Indeed, we only pick those Γ for which x ∈ End(E 1 × E 2 ) induces an (l, l)-endomorphism on the quotient (E 1 × E 2 )/Γ. This happens precisely when x(Γ) ⊆ Γ.
In many cases, we can obtain a model of (E 1 × E 2 )/Γ by glueing the elliptic curves along Γ. We recall the general setup in the remainder of this subsection, and refer to Section 6.1 for examples.
Let E 1 and E 2 be complex elliptic curves and let n ∈ Z >1 be an integer. Let ψ :
be an anti-isometry with respect to the Weil pairing, i.e., an isomorphism such that e n (ψ(P ), ψ(Q)) = e n (P, Q) −1 holds for all P, Q ∈ E 1 [n]. If ψ is an anti-isometry, then graph ψ is maximally isotropic with respect to the Weil pairing on (E 1 × E 2 )[n]. By Lemma 2.4, this implies that graph ψ is the kernel of an (n, n)-isogeny to a unique principally polarized abelian variety A = (E 1 × E 2 )/ graph ψ. We say that we glue E 1 and E 2 along their n-torsion via ψ and call the (n, n)-isogeny E 1 × E 2 → A an n-glueing. The following shows that glueings are a very general kind of (n, n)-isogenies.
Lemma 5.2. Let E 1 , E 2 be elliptic curves and n a prime number. Then every (n, n)-isogeny E 1 × E 2 → A for any A is either an n-glueing or of the form
Proof. It suffices to prove that every isotropic subgroup Γ ⊂ E 1 × E 2 with Γ ∼ = (Z/nZ) 2 is either of the form C 1 × C 2 or is the graph of an anti-isometry E 1 → E 2 .
There are (n 4 − 1)/(n − 1) maximally isotropic subgroups by Lemma 2.4, of which ((n 2 − 1)/(n − 1)) 2 = n 2 + 2n + 1 are products C 1 × C 2 and (n 2 − 1)n = n 3 − n are graphs of anti-isometries. As we have (n 4 − 1)/(n − 1) = (n 2 + 2n + 1) + (n 3 − n), this covers all cases.
Some glueings are the Jacobian of a genus-2 curve. In fact, we have the following result, which we will not need in any of our proofs, but will use as motivation later. In Section 6 we will show how to write down explicit equations for small n.
is a field, the positive definite case of Lemma 4.4 gives all pairs (M, T ). From a pair (M, T ) we get a complex analytic abelian surface to which we can (without proof) apply the same numerical techniques as in Section 5.3. Alternatively, the pair (M, T ) relates the corresponding abelian surface to an isogenous product of CM curves, and we may hope to apply glueing techniques.
Example
In this section we will solely focus on the case l = 2, and we will identify all irreducible subvarieties of A red 2 (2, 2) by giving explicit models. We use the computer algebra package MAGMA [3] to help us with the computations. For the points inside A red 2 (2, 2) we either give a hyperelliptic model y 2 = f (x), or Igusa-Clebsch invariants I 2 , I 4 , I 6 , I 10 (introduced as A, B, C, D by Igusa [11] , who based them on invariants of Clebsch). Mestre's algorithm [19, 4] computes a hyperelliptic model from its Igusa-Clebsch invariants.
We start by introducing short notation for the elliptic curves and curves of genus 2 that appear in our lists. If D is a negative quadratic discriminant and h(D) is the class number of the order O D of discriminant D, let E 1 D , . . . , E h(D) D be the isomorphism classes of elliptic curves over C with endomorphism ring O D . For h(D) = 1, we denote E 1 D also by E D . Table 1 on page 14 defines a list of curves of genus 2 in terms of their Igusa-Clebsch invariants. All curves in the table are isogenous to a product of elliptic curves. In fact, these curves have a subscript D or D 1 , D 2 in their notations, and these subscripts indicate that their Jacobian is isogenous to
6.1. Explicit glueings. To compute models for all irreducible subvarieties of A red 2 (2, 2), we need to explictly compute (2, 2)-isogenies. Legendre first discovered a way of doing this. For the convenience of the reader, we recall Serre's explanation [21, Sec. 27 ] of Legendre's method.
Let (E 1 , E 2 , ψ) be a triple consisting of two elliptic curves, and an anti-isometry ψ :
We choose a Weierstraß model y 2 = g i for E i . The double cover E 1 → P 1 given by the x-coordinate has four ramification points, which are exactly Table 1 . A list of genus-2 curves and the Igusa-Clebsch invariants that define them. the points in E 1 [2] = {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 }. Let Q j = ψ(P j ) and apply a fractional linear transformation of the x-coordinate of E 2 to get x(Q j ) = x(P j ) for j = 1, 2, 3. Remark 6.1. By Theorem 5.3, the glueing corresponding to (E 1 , E 2 , ψ) as above is the Jacobian of a curve of genus 2 if and only if ψ is not of the form h |E1 [2] for an isomorphism h : E 1 → E 2 , that is, if and only if x(Q 4 ) and x(P 4 ) are distinct.
By Remark 6.1, it makes sense to restrict to the case where x(Q 4 ) = x(P 4 ). Let K 1 and K 2 be the function fields of E 1 and E 2 as quadratic extensions of Q(x) and let K 12 be their composite. Let K 0 ⊂ K 12 be the other intermediate extension of degree 2. The field K 0 is ramified over Q(x) only at x(P 4 ) and x(Q 4 ), so K 0 has genus 0. The extension K 12 /K 0 is ramified in the 6 places of K 0 lying over the three points x(P j ) for j = 1, 2, 3. In particular, it follows from the Riemann-Hurwitz genus formula that the curve C with function field K 12 has genus 2. The Jacobian of C is (2, 2)-isogenous to E 1 × E 2 via an isogeny with kernel graph ψ.
In terms of equations, Legendre's glueing construction can be described as follows. Choose a Legendre model of E 1 so that we have x(P 1 ) = ∞, x(P 2 ) = 0, x(P 3 ) = 1 and let a = x(P 4 ). As above we have x(Q j ) = x(P j ) for j = 1, 2, 3. Let b = x(Q 4 ) = a, so E 1 and E 2 are given by
The curve C 0 with function field K 0 is given by C 0 : y 2 = (x − a)(x − b) and has a parametrization
The extension K 12 /K 0 ramifies at the points with x ∈ {∞, 0, 1}, i.e., with t 2 ∈ {1, a/b, (a − 1)/(b − 1)}. In particular, the genus-2 curve C = C(a, b) obtained by glueing E 1 and E 2 as above is: In all three cases, the order Z[x] has class number one, and the only rank two projective Z[x]-submodule of K × K equals up to GL 2 (Q(x))-equivalence. Furthermore, in all three cases one equivalence class of S is given by
and we obtain the three products E D × E D with the product polarizations. In this situation, it is easier to use the techniques of [10, §5] instead of the method from Section 4.2 to find all isomorphism classes of pairs (M, S). In any case, we find that these products E D × E D are all classes for D ∈ {−4, −7}. For D = −8 we find that there is exactly one further class, given by
which corresponds to giving the product E −8 × E −8 a different polarization. We will see that it also corresponds to a (2, 2)-glueing.
To use Legendre's method, we first choose a map
to be used for the glueing. Recall that x = √ −2 is a (2, 2)-endomorphism on
denote the quotient map, then we require that gxg −1 ∈ End(A)⊗Q is in fact an endomorphism of A. Indeed, if this is the case, then gxg −1 is a (2, 2)-isogeny of A.
We pick the basis
; and we define ψ = 1 0 1 1 .
The equality x = √ −2 = ( 0 1 0 0 ) shows that ψ and x commute on E −8 [2] . In particular, multiplication by x maps graph ψ into itself, and gxg −1 is an endomorphism of A. Using the formula of Section 6.1, we find A = J(C −8 ) with C −8 as in Table 1 . In particular, A ∼ = E −8 × E −8 and we have found the final abelian surface. 6.4. Imaginary quadratic fields, indefinite S. Lemma 6.3. Let A be a principally polarized abelian surface over C. There exists a (2, 2)-isogeny x : A → A with Z[x] imaginary quadratic and S indefinite, if and only if A is a point on one of the following Shimura curves:
(1) the curve in A 2 of which the points are the products E × E of an elliptic curve E with itself; (2) the curve in A 2 of which the points are the products E ×F for all 2-isogenies E → F ; (3) the Zariski closure of the image of the map C \ {0, 1} → A 2 given by u → C(u, 1 − u), where C(a, b) is given as in Section 6.1 by
(4) the Zariski closure of the image of the map C \ {0, ±1, ±i, ± √ 2 − 1} → A 2 given by u → C(u 2 , (u − 1) 2 (u + 1) 2 ); (5) the Zariski closure of the image of the rational map X A 2 : (u, v) → C(u, v), where X ⊂ A 2 is given by Figure 1 on page 17.
Each of these 5 Shimura curves has genus 0.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 6.2, the ring Z[x] is the maximal order of the imaginary quadratic field of discriminant D = −4, −7, or −8. It is not hard to see that the following pairs (M, T ) cover all isomorphism classes for |D| ≤ 8: take
Note that T 1 and T 2 are equivalent for odd D, so that we actually have at most 5 distinct Shimura curves, which we will now compute. Of course one also arrives at five cases if one uses Section 4.2.
Let f : E → F be a degree-n isogeny of elliptic curves and let f ∨ be its dual. If a, b ∈ Z are such that a 2 + b 2 n = l, then we have an (l, l)-isogeny
The curve X ⊂ A 2 given by
has genus 2. It is birational to the fibered product Y 0 (7) × Y (1) Y (2) parametrizing tuples (E, F, ψ, P 1 , P 2 ) up to isomorphism, where ψ : E → F is a 7-isogeny and P 1 , P 2 form a basis of E [2] . The birational map X → Y 0 (7) × Y (1) Y (2) is given by (a, b) → (ψ, P 1 , P 2 ), where E : y 2 = x(x − 1)(x − a), P 1 = (0, 0), P 2 = (1, 0), F : y 2 = x(x − 1)(x − b) and f : E → F is a 7-isogeny. The products E × F form a curve S in the moduli space A 2 , and that curve S is covered by the modular curve Y 0 (n) of n-isogenies E → F . Any such S is contained in one of the Shimura curves we are looking for. By the construction in [2, §9.6], the Shimura curves are irreducible, so that S is in fact equal to one of the Shimura curves.
We apply the above to l = 2, D = −4, n = a = b = 1, F = E, f = id E , which yields the Shimura curve of all squares E × E of elliptic curves E. We also apply it to l = 2, D = −8, n = 2, a = 0, b = 1, which yields the Shimura curve of all products E × F for which F is 2-isogenous to F . We have now found 2 of our 5 Shimura curves.
We will find more Shimura curves by looking at (k, k)-isogenies g : E × F → A for small k and checking if the element gxg −1 ∈ End Q (A) (with x as above) is in End(A). As in the proof of Lemma 6.2, the fact that g is a (k, k)-isogeny and x is an (l, l)-isogeny imply that the induced endomorphism gxg −1 ∈ End(A) is an (l, l)-isogeny.
The condition that gxg −1 is in End(A) is equivalent to the condition that x maps ker(g) to itself. In particular, as ker(g) is the graph of an anti-isometry ψ :
We start with the case D = −4, and choose again l = 2, n = a = b = 1, F = E, f = id E . Write E : y 2 = x(x − 1)(x − u) and choose the basis (0, 0), (1, 0) of E [2] . We choose ψ to be the automorphism of E[2] that swaps these basis elements, and it is easy to see that (6.1) holds in this case. The fractional linear transformation of the x-coordinate sending ∞ to itself and swapping 0 and 1 maps E to y 2 = x(x − 1)(x − v) with v = 1 − u. Therefore, we find E × E/(graph ψ) ∼ = J(C(u, 1 − u)) as in Section 6.1. This yields our third Shimura curve.
For the case D = −8 (with n = l = 2, a = 0, b = 1), recall from [23, Ex. X.4.8] that for every 2-isogeny f : E → F , the pair of curves E and F can be written in the form
with ker f = (0, 0) = f ∨ (F [2] ), ker f ∨ = (0, 0) = f (E [2] ) and a ∈ C \ {0, ±1}. The map ψ :
given by (0, 0) → (0, 0) and (1, 0) → (1, 0) satisfies ψf ∨ ψ = f and we find Shimura curve (4). For the only remaining Shimura curve (with D = −7), we apply the above to l = 8, D = −28, n = 7, a = b = 1. Let f : E → F be a 7-isogeny and let
. Let A = E × F/(graph ψ 2 ) and let g be the quotient map. We will show that 1 2 gxg −1 is an endomorphism of A, i.e. that x maps [2] −1 graph ψ 2 to graph ψ 2 . This is slightly more complicated than (6.1), but the ideas are mostly the same.
Choose a basis of E [4] . As f has odd degree, the image of this basis under f is a basis of F [4] . We have 2 −1 graph ψ 2 = graph ψ 4 + (E[2] × 0). Given P ∈ E [4] , we find x(P, ψ 4 (P )) = (P + f ∨ ψ 4 P, −f P + ψ 4 P ) = 0. Let P ∈ E[2] be any element.
We find x(P, 0) = (P, −f P ) = (P, f P ) ∈ graph ψ 2 . This shows that indeed x maps [2] −1 graph ψ 2 to graph ψ 2 , hence A has a (2,2)-isogeny 1 2 gxg −1 to itself with Z[ 1 2 gxg −1 ] quadratic of discriminant −7. This gives the fifth Shimura curve S ⊂ A 2 , and we will now write down an explicit model for that, which is more complicated as we need a modular curve X that parametrizes 7-isogenies f : E → F of elliptic curves with a basis of the 2-torsion of E. As before, let Y 0 (l) be the modular curve of l-isogenies f : E → F . Let Y (l) be the modular curve of elliptic curves E together with a basis of the l-torsion. We have natural maps π E , π F : X → Y (2), given by π E (x) = (E, P 1 , P 2 ) and π F (x) = (F, f (P 1 ), f (P 2 )), and natural maps π E , π F : Y 0 (l) → Y (1) = A 1 , given by π E : f → j(E) and π F : f → j(F ). See also Figure 2 on page 19. For ease of notation, we identify X (respectively Y 0 (7)) birationally with its image in
Next, we have Y (2) = C \ {0, 1}, where a ∈ C \ {0, 1} corresponds to the elliptic curve y 2 = x(x − 1)(x − a) with the basis (0, 0), (1, 0) of the 2-torsion. To glue E to F along graph f |E [2] for all x ∈ X, we need a description of X from which a = π E (f ) and b = π F (f ) can be read off. This means that we want a description of X as a subvariety of Y (2) × Y (2). We have the natural map j :
We factor the numerator of P using MAGMA as a product of 6 irreducible polynomials in Q [u, v] . Note W = ⊔ σ X σ , where σ ∈ Aut(F [2] ) acts by changing the basis of F [2] . Now we only need to identify X as one of the 6 factors of the numerator of P .
To select the correct factor, we now prove that S is a subset of the Humbert surface H 8 . Let
We compute that g 1 2 (x − y)g −1 (and hence g 1 2 yg −1 ) is an endomorphism of A. We have y ′ = y and ( 1 2 y) 2 = 2, hence S ⊂ H 8 . Using the defining equation for H 8 from [8] , we find that exactly one out of our 6 candidates for S lies on H 8 , so we know that this is the correct one and we present it in Figure 1 .
Now only the statement about the genus remains. The first two Shimura curves are covered by Y (1) and Y 0 (2), which are known to have genus 0. The third and
Y (1) Figure 2 . The curves X, Y (2), Y (1) and Y 0 (7) from the proof of Lemma 6.3.
fourth are defined as the image of a rational map from P 1 , hence also have genus 0. We used MAGMA to compute that the geometric genus of the plane curve X (which covers the fifth Shimura curve) is also 0.
6.5. Degree 4 CM-points. We recall that a Weil q-number is an algebraic integer π such that ππ = q for every embedding of π into C. Lemma 6.4. If K = Q[x] is a quartic CM-field and x is a Weil 2-number, then the characteristic polynomial P a x is an irreducible polynomial of degree 4 of the form
where a 1 and a 2 are integers. Tables 2 and 3 list exactly the possible pairs (a 1 , a 2 ) (up to replacing x by −x and a 1 by −a 1 ) such that f is irreducible and its roots satisfy xx = 2, together with all complex principally polarized abelian surfaces of which the endomorphism ring contains a subring isomorphic to Z[X]/f . The Galois group of f is C 2 × C 2 for f as in Table 2 and D 4 forf as in Table 3 .
Proof. Suppose x is a Weil 2-number of degree 4 and let β = x + 2/x = x + x, so β is a totally real algebraic integer of degree at most 2. As we have x 2 − βx + 2 = 0, we find that β is not rational. Let a 1 be the trace of the real quadratic integer β and a 2 its norm. Then f as in the lemma is the minimal polynomial of x. As x is totally non-real, we find that β 2 − 8 is totally negative, which gives upper bounds on the absolute values of a 1 and a 2 . For all a 1 , a 2 up to those bounds with a 1 ≥ 0, we checked if f is irreducible and its roots are Weil 2-numbers.
For each resulting a 1 , a 2 where K = Q[x] is a quartic CM-field that does not contain an imaginary quadratic subfield, it turned out that Z[x, x] is its ring of integers. An algorithm to compute Table 3 is given in [25] , but the constants are too large for provenly correct output. We know that there are 8 curves, and know them numerically to high precision. See Table 3 . [13] . Hyperelliptic models corresponding to these invariants, and in some cases even a proof of correctness, appear in [4] . In general, one could prove correctness using the methods of [28] or the results of [17] .
We could use the same method (again without proof) for the remaining cases, where K = Q[x] does contain an imaginary quadratic subfield. Instead, we managed to give a proof using alternative methods as follows. As in Section 4.3, we get a set of representatives of each isomorphism class of principally polarized abelian varieties with the endomorphism x, and we compute approximations with a guaranteed error bound using interval arithmetic. Next, let φ 1 , φ 2 be the two embeddings K → C that map ξ to the positive imaginary axis. Let K 1 ⊂ K be the unique imaginary quadratic subfield such that φ 1 and φ 2 are equal on K 1 . Then A is isogenous to a product E 1 × E 2 of elliptic curve with CM by the ring of integers O K1 of K 1 (see [15, Theorem 1.3.5] or see the definite case in the discussion of Section 5).
By considering the corresponding period matrices, we found for each of them an explicit pair of CM elliptic curves E 1 × E 2 and an integer n ≥ 1 such that A is (n, n)-isogenous to E 1 ×E 2 . We were lucky enough to have n ∈ {1, 2} for each of our modules. In the case n = 1, we simply write down E 1 × E 2 , and in the case n = 2, we used Legendre glueing (Section 6.1) to obtain a complete set of candidates, and used our numerical absolute Igusa invariants to discard all but one. 6.6. Non-fields. Finally, we need to consider the case that Q[x] is not a domain. The result is the following lemma. Lemma 6.5. Let A be a principally polarized abelian surface over C and x : A → A a (2, 2)-isogeny. If Q[x] is not a field, then A is isomorphic to one of the following:
and E −7 × E −8 , (2) the Jacobians of the 4 curves C −7 , C −4,−8 , and C a −4,−7 , where a 2 = 7. Conversely, each of these abelian surfaces has such an endomorphism x.
Proof. Given A and x, let E 1 , E 2 , n, λ be as in Lemma 3.1. As we can interchange E 1 and E 2 , and we can replace x by ±x or ±x ′ , we have without loss of generality |Trβ 1 | ≥ |Trβ 2 |, Trβ 1 > Trβ 2 , and Imβ 1 > 0. Example 3.3 shows that Z[β j ] is the maximal order of the imaginary quadratic field of discriminant −4, −7, or −8, which has class number 1. Therefore, we get exactly one curve E j for a given β j and hence (1) lists exactly all examples with n = 1. Now assume n is minimal with the properties of Lemma 3.1, and suppose that n = 1. Let p|n be a prime and let S = ker λ∩(E 1 ×E 2 )[p]. As λ is an (n, n)-isogeny, its kernel is maximally isotropic in (E 1 × E 2 )[n] by Lemma 2.4. This implies that S is maximally isotropic in (E 1 × E 2 )[p]. By Lemma 5.2, it follows that S is either a product C 1 × C 2 of subgroups C j ⊂ E j [p] of order p, or S is the graph of an anti-isometry ψ :
. Moreover, as (β 1 , β 2 ) induces an endomorphism of A, it sends ker λ to itself and hence sends S to S.
Note that S = C 1 × C 2 is not possible. Indeed, it would imply that E j /C j has CM by Z[β j ] and that we have an (n/p, n/p)-isogeny
contradicting minimality of n.
Therefore, S is the graph of an anti-isometry ψ :
, and the fact that (β 1 , β 2 ) sends S to itself implies that
Let T = (Trβ 1 mod p) = (Trβ 2 mod p) ∈ Z/pZ. We find that we are in one of the following cases:
(1) β 1 = 1 + i, β 2 = ±i √ 2, p = n = 2, T = 0, (2) β 1 = 1 + i, β 2 = 1 2 (−1 ± i √ 7), p = n = 3, T = −1, (3) β 1 = 1 + i, β 2 = −1 ± i, p = 2, n ∈ {2, 4}, T = 0, (4)
, p = n = 2, T = 1.
We can dismiss case (3), and the special case of (4) where Imβ 2 < 0, because of the following argument. In those cases, we identify E 1 with E 2 and find that β 2 − β 1 is a multiple of 2 in the endomorphism ring of E 1 , hence (β 1 , β 2 ) and (β 1 , β 1 ) are equal on (E 1 × E 2 ) [2] , showing that (β 1 , β 1 ) induces an endomorphism of (E 1 × E 2 )/S with both eigenvalues of the analytic representation equal to β 1 . By Lemma 6.2 this implies that (E 1 × E 2 )/S ∼ = E 1 × E 2 as a polarized abelian variety, contradicting minimality of n.
In case 1, the difference β 2 − β 2 is a multiple of 2, so the above argument shows that the two possible signs lead to the same set of abelian surfaces. Therefore, we can restrict to Im β 2 > 0 in this case without loss of generality.
Only the cases (1), (2) and (4) remain and in each of these cases except case (2), we can assume Im β 2 > 0. The group has a basis 1/p, β j /p and we express β j and ψ by matrices with respect to these bases. The identity β 2 ψ = ψβ 1 puts some restrictions on the matrix coefficients of ψ. Moreover, the Weil pairing e p on E j [p] satisfies e p (1/p, β j /p) = exp(±(2πi)/p), where the sign is the sign of the imaginary part of β j . In particular, the map ψ is an anti-isometry if and only if its determinant is ±(−1) in Z/pZ. We now have a system of equations for the coefficients of ψ, which we solve.
For case (1), we find 2 solutions, which yield isomorphic quotients (E 1 × E 2 )/S, since the groups S are mapped to each other by Aut(E 1 ×E 2 ) = Aut(E 1 )×Aut(E 2 ). Legendre glueing as in Section 6.1 shows that the quotient is J(C −4,−8 ). For case (4), we find 1 solution, which yields J(C −7 ).
Only case (2) remains, where p = 3. We find 4 solutions with Im β 2 > 0 and 4 solutions with Im β 1 < 0. Each of these sets of 4 solutions is an Aut(E 1 × E 2 )-orbit, so that there are at most 2 quotient abelian surfaces.
In [14, Example 6] , Kuhn studies 3-glueings and gives an example of a family of genus-2 curves C such that J(C) is the image of a (3, 3)-isogeny from a product of elliptic curves. The curve C : y 2 = (x 3 + ax 2 + bx + c)(4cx 3 + b 2 x 2 + 2bcx + c 2 ) is a 3-glueing of two elliptic curves with j-invariants
We use Kuhn's formula and solve for for j(E 2 ) = 1728 and j(E 1 ) = −3375. This yields equations for 6 pairwise non-isomorphic curves C of genus 2 of which the Jacobian is the image of a (3, 3)-isogeny from E 1 × E 2 .
We claim that this list of 6 curves contains all curves C such that J(C) is (3, 3)isogenous to E 1 × E 2 . Indeed, the kernel of the isogeny E 1 × E 2 → J(C) is the graph of an anti-isometry by Lemmas 2.4 and 5.2. There are 24 anti-isometries from E 1 [3] to E 2 [3] , which are partitioned into 6 orbits of composition with Z[i] * on the right, hence the list of candidate curves is complete.
The points in A 2 corresponding to these candidate curves are partitioned into two Galois orbits over Q: one of length 2 and one of length 4. As we have found only two possibilities A = (E 1 × E 2 )/ graph(ψ), and isomorphism classes of endomorphism rings over C are invariant under conjugation over Q, our two A cannot lie in the Galois orbit of length 4, so they form the Galois orbit of length 2. They are the C a −4,−7 listed in the lemma. 6.7. Summary. We now state and prove a more explicit version of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 6.6. The reduced variety A red 2 (2, 2) is the disjoint union of the Humbert surface H 8 of discriminant 8, which is irreducible, and the following CM points: (a 2 = 7) of Table 1 , and (3) the 6 points of M 2 corresponding to the cases with D = 8 of Table 3 , Proof. The variety A red 2 (2, 2) is the union of H 8 , the Shimura curves of Lemma 6.3, and the CM points of Lemmas 6.2, 6.4, and 6.5. We distinguish between points of M 2 , corresponding to curves of genus two, and points of A 2 \ M 2 , corresponding to canonically polarized products of elliptic curves.
For any elliptic curve E, the point of A 2 \ M 2 corresponding to E × E lies on H 8 , because of the endomorphism 1 1 1 −1 .
The same holds for the point in A 2 \ M 2 corresponding to any product E × F where f : E → F is a 2-isogeny, because of
This proves that the first two Shimura curves of Lemma 6.3 lie on H 8 , as well as all points in A 2 \ M 2 under consideration, except those listed in (1) . The points listed in (1) 
